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Current Events Research Paper Topics with Research Links. Updated She specializes in helping people write essays
faster and easier.

How are the Great Depression and the Great Recession similar and different? Analyze the Stanford Prison
Experiment. What does current research say about the best lifestyle for someone who wants to live to be ? Is it
worth it for a city to invest in building a bigger and better stadium for their professional sports team? How
important is it that Iran not be allowed nuclear weaponry? How has the influence of western medias hurt
underdeveloped nations? How is light being used to treat cancer and other diseases? All your findings are
supposed to be significant for those already reported. How important is border security? How was this
justified in each case, and what motivated the attempts over centuries of rebellion and failure? Choosing a
debate topic for an intra-school or inter-school debate needs oneself to be updated with the latest events so that
school students can be encouraged to state their opinion regarding a matter. This consideration is especially
important when you write a research paper in world history, American history or in economics. Is China
starting to deal with their pollution problem? Does evidence suggest they are right? How has the high
incarceration rate in the United States affected the economy? Should the EU nations separate their economies?
Choose your favorite sport. You can also search by topic. Should a perfect life consist of wealth and luxury or
can a simple living bring you just the same kind of happiness? Pick one of the current Reality T. Question:
What do you think of, "Are we on the brink of a 3rd World War? Is there a better way to fight the war against
drugs internationally? The problem is that in high school, topics for research projects are typically defined by
a teacher and students enter higher school completely unprepared to select topics for their research on their
own. Analyze the process and effects of Romanization on the Celtic people of ancient England: benefits,
conflicts, influences. Mention the scope and significance of the research study. What are the different sides of
the current debate over immigration reform in the U. But the most critical and the most frustrating part of the
entire writing process for the majority of students during their first year of college is choosing a research topic.
Health and Medicine Will antibiotic resistant bacteria mean routine surgeries will become increasingly
dangerous? Overview of British dominance of Ireland, Wales, and Scotland! Literature Review. Is Space
Exploration Really Necessary? Does better health care for everyone make a better and stronger economy in
the U. What is the current evidence that impact from comets or asteroids has significantly impacted the
weather and ecology of the earth? What were the circumstances leading to World War I, and how might the
war have been averted? Does making a city a "no smoking zone" really benefit health? Should the U. Why is
this important? Investigate Dr. Greek organizations and rituals of hazing Statistics of death or injury due to
Hazing High Schools and Hazing What happened during the Salem witch trials? Analyze the Most Prominent
Dream Theories. You should choose a topic that may have some academic, social or practical value for
scholars, students or the society. Can fan-owned teams solve sports problems? Should an owner of a
professional team be held accountable for comments he makes in a private conversation? What sports should
be taken out or added to the Olympic games? World Events Is China going to overtake the U.


